Stretch Wrapper CTA 400
The CTA 400 is an extremely robust rotary arm wrapping machine, developed with a well-proven technology. Due to
extensive possibilities and a variety of settings these stretch wrapping models offer a high profitability through optimal
adaptation for every requirement. These characteristics guarantee an optimal transport protection and a reduction in
materials costs due to a lower consumption of stretch film.

Saves money
 Pre-stretch ratio is now adjustable
up to 400%. Patent approved
system,
.
 The chosen prestretch ratio stays
constant, which guarantees a
consistent low film, consumption,
load after load.
 Film carriage speed is individually
adjustable to minimize film overlap.
 Motorized prestretch device minimizes film consumption and
protects delicate goods.

 Several standard programs are



available, e g with top sheet for
protection against water.
3 programs are factory preset.
The memory can contain 9 programs, which all can be programmed with individual parameters.

Key features:
 Floor mounted model
 Easy change of all program
parameters and settings.
 9 individual programs can be
stored and each program
can be named.

Consistent packaging result
 Flexible setting possibilities
enable optimum packaging for a
variety of goods.
 The film tension is automatically
controlled which gives an even
cover around the goods.
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 Quiet operation
 All functions of the GL 400 can



be manually operated such as
film patterns and film tensions.
Extremely rigid chassis
Unlimited load weight capacity

The display will show the
following information:
 Film consumption for the last
pallet.
 Total number of wrapped pallets
after latest reset.
 Film cost per pallet.

Touch display with advanced functions
The graphic interface is developed for simple change
of the program parameters as well as for easy access
of information. Viewing of amount of film used and
the price per pallets wrapped.
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Easy to operate
 Controls are easy to find and
understand.
 Film roll change fast and simple.
 Automatic load height sensor.
 No air supply needed.

FOR SEMI AUTOMATIC ARM WRAPPING
STRETCH WRAPPER CTA 400

STRETCH WRAPPER CTA 400
Overview and dimensions

STRETCH WRAPPER CTA 400
Specification

Rotary arm speed

up to 10,5 r/min. Frequency controlled, soft start / soft rundown.

Wrapping program

9 standard programmes

Daily pallet flow

Up to 50 pallets/day
Please note that the daily pallet flows, only indicates to models that might be
suitable. Facts like pallet weight, height, configurations, etc. must be considered
when choosing the best machine model for your use.

Power

Opersting voltage
Degree of protection
Loading

3 x 400 V + N + PE, 50 Hz
IP51
16 A

Pallet Goods

Max size (length x width)
Highest goods height incl pallet
Minimum goods height incl pallet
Permitted load weight

1200 x 1200 mm
2400 mm (standard machine)
500 mm
Unlimited (depending on floor type)

Extremely rigid chassis
Quiet operation

All functions of the CTA 400
can be manually operated
from the touch panel such
as film patterns and film
tensions.

Air supply not needed

Prestretch ratio on the

Up to 400% Pre-stretch, adjusts on the touch display and the prestretch unit.
unit.

Stretch Film

Core diameter
Outer diameter, max
Film width, max
Film thickness

76 mm
250 mm
500 mm
15-35 my

All Cyklop machines can handle film thicknesses 9-35 microns in both blown and cast qualities, pre-stretched or regular. Please note that the best package quality and lowest cost per pallet will always be obtained by using high quality
films regardless of the film thickness.

Cyklop’s patented
with adjustable prestretch system up to 400%

Floor mounting

Min. concrete thickness

150 mm

Operating temperature

5°C (40°F) to 35°C (95°F) for use in a dry, tempered area.
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Standard

3100

2800

2397

2459

3573

2400

Weight, standard: 690 kg (Weight can vary depending on options).

Galvanized chassies

CTA 400 BIG
Extended chassi - Tailor made size

